
9. It’ s raining

I. Fill in the blanks

1. The main source of water is rain.

2. Both plants and animals need water for their survival

3. Rainbow is a band of seven colours.

4. The sunlight splits into seven colors.

5. We see rainbow on sky after rain.

II. Circle the correct answer:

1. We see rainbow before/after it rain.

2. Rainy clouds are white/Grey.

3. We see 7/10 colours in a rainbow.

4. Animals and plants need water/oil for their survival.

5. Clouds condense/evaporated to give rains.

III.Write true or false:

1. Appu, the elephant likes guavas very much – True/False

2. Banana trees were green as it not rained a long time – True/False

3. Elephant bathed his body with his trunk – True / False.

4. Elephant poured water on the banana trees with its trunk – True / False.



III.Answer the following:

1. How do animals get water?

Ans: Animals drink water from the rivers, lakes and water.
They have to find and drink themselves.

2. Can we take shelter under trees when there is heavy lightning?

.

Ans: No, we should not take shelter under trees when there is heavy lightning

3. Why farmers are unhappy when it rains heavily?

Ans: Farmers are unhappy when it rains heavily because heavy rain spoils and
destroys the crops.

4. Where can we find water?



Ans: We can find water in a well, sea, lake, pond, hand pump etc.

5. What is evaporation?

Ans: The process of conversion of water into water vapour is called evaporation.

6. What is condensation?

Ans: The process of conversion of water vapour into water is called condensation.

7. When can we see a rainbow?

Ans: We can see a rainbow if sun is behind and the rain is in front.

8. What is VIBGYOR?



Ans: VIBGYOR is an acronym for the sequence of colours that make up a
rainbow.

V-Violet I-Indigo

B-Blue G-Green

Y-Yellow O-Orange

R-Red


